Yale Fonts Not Displaying Correctly in MSOffice

Yale Fonts Not Displaying Correctly in MSOffice? Here is the problem detail and solution

Information

Publicly available Yale Typeface downloads are not compatible with Office 2013

The publicly available Yale fonts are not supported on Windows 7 with Office 2013, because they are type1 fonts: http://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc178954.aspx

A document from an Office 2010 user formatted with YaleFonts in type1 format will not automatically use the new opentype font (attached) if shared with a user of Office 2013 with the new opentype fonts. If a document is shared back and forth, it needs to be converted each time based on the user’s configuration, unless all users had the new opentype fonts, in which case one conversion would be required.

Solution

One off solutions could involve installing Word 2010 and PowerPoint 2010 alongside Office 2013 suite so that faculty/staff can open with appropriate fonts.

Install the MSOffice 2013 Yale Fonts from Polaris: YaleNew[1].zip

⚠️ These fonts have not been officially released by Yale ITS

On the File menu, choose Options > Advanced. In the Show Document Content section, choose the Font Substitution button.

⚠️ If all fonts in your document are supported, a dialog box will indicate that a font substitution is not required.

If there are unsupported fonts in your document, the missing document font will display in the Missing Document font box. Choose a font that you want to substitute, and then choose either OK or the Convert Permanently button.

Choosing the Convert Permanently button changes the document permanently.
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